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Emails obtained by lawyers for Delta Airlines and published this week by the Washington Times 

provide a glimpse inside the cozy relationship between the federal Export-Import Bank and its 

biggest beneficiary. 

Boeing receives millions of dollars of subsides each year from the so-called “Ex-Im Bank,” 

which is supposed to boost American manufacturers’ sales by making it cheaper for foreign 

buyers to purchase their goods. But the airplane maker has been at the center of a fight over the 

future of the bank, which some see as a conduit for crony capitalism that helps politically 

connected firms like Boeing at the expense of others. 

Emails that show Ex-Im Bank officials rely on Boeing for help in justifying their subsidy 

programs — subsidies that no other company in the country benefits from as much as Boeing — 

only add to the perception the bank isn’t treating everyone equally. 

 

http://watchdog.org/author/ericboehm/
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/boeings-bank-earns-its-name-in-closed-door-rulemaking-with-aircraft-titan/article/2561649
http://watchdog.org/210063/ex-im-bank-emails/boeing-emails/
http://watchdog.org/210063/ex-im-bank-emails/boeing-emails/
http://watchdog.org/210063/ex-im-bank-emails/boeing-email-2/


Emails obtained by Washington Times 

HELP US HELP YOU: The Ex-Im Bank admits that economic analysis of their activities has 

“had the effect of killing most of those deals” in the past, so they asked Boeing to help them 

fudge things. 

In one email, an official at the Ex-Im Bank asks for help from Boeing in finding a third-party to 

run an economic analysis of the bank’s operations. In another, the Ex-Im Bank shares a draft 

version of a soon-to-be-made-public report for Boeing’s review before publishing it. 

“If Boeing expects Ex-Im Bank to continue supporting wide-body aircraft, we need to get this 

right,” wrote Robert Morin, a senior vice president at the Ex-Im Bank in an email to Boeing in 

August 2012. 

Morin warned Boeing officials that “Subjecting and applying other transactions to detailed 

analysis under economic impact procedures has had the effect of killing most of those deals.” 

What followed was a weeks-long discussion over how the Ex-Im Bank would count the seats on 

aircraft for the purposes of its economic analysis. Both sides express an interest in massaging the 

numbers to make the Ex-Im Bank look more favorable. 

And why wouldn’t they? The bank itself would obviously want to appear as if it’s spending its 

money wisely, and Boeing would want to keep the subsidies flowing. 

At one point, the Ex-Im Bank explicitly asks Boeing to select a third-party analyst for the report. 

 

http://www.exim.gov/about/whoweare/leadership/officers/officer-bio.cfm?pageID=19115
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Emails obtained by Washington Times 

HANDPICKED: Boeing was allowed to hand-pick a third-party economic analyst for the Ex-Im 

Bank’s research. But I’m sure they picked someone who would be unbiased, right? 

“I recognize Greg (Dole, Boeing’s director of commercial trade policy) did not want Boeing 

attached to this analysis, but out of the other options I believe you all were still discussing what 

would be most palatable to Boeing,” wrote Claire Avett, a policy analyst for the Ex-Im Bank in 

an email from October 2012. 

“I believe the frontrunner option at the end of yesterday’s meeting was for us to outsource this 

work to an independent economic analysis firm, but Boeing had several concerns related to this 

option, namely, (1) confidentiality issues, and (2) the challenge of effectively and seamlessly 

managing this process involving an outside entity to ensure financing is in place by the time the 

plane delivers,” she added. 

On one hand, it makes sense for a federal agency to maintain a working relationship with the 

businesses that would be affected by changes in its policies. 

But when those policies are massively subsidized loans that overwhelmingly benefit one 

American company, and the federal agency is basically asking that company to write its own 

rules for how the program is evaluated – well, that’s a whole different thing. 

And Boeing has plenty of reasons to make sure the Ex-Im Bank looks like it’s doing a good job. 

According to research from the Mercatus Center, Boeing benefitted from $8.3 billion in Ex-Im 

Bank subsidies — including loan guarantees, insurance coverage, direct loans and capital 

investments — during 2013. General Electric came in a distant second with only about $2.9 

billion that year. 

Not surprisingly, Boeing lobbied hard for the bank’s renewal last year, when Congress nearly 

allowed the Ex-Im Bank’s charter to expire. 

 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/boeing-helped-craft-own-loan-rule-1426203934
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Source: Mercatus Center 

BILLIONS OF REASONS: Boeing has good reason to make the Ex-Im Bank’s subsidy 

programs look good. 

Aside from the big businesses that benefit from the bank’s existence, it doesn’t make much 

economic sense. 

Dan Ikenson, director of trade policy studies at the Cato Institute, a libertarian think tank, told 

Watchdog Radio last year the bank diverts capital to government-picked “winners” and raises 

prices for everyone else. 

“It’s crony capitalism. It’s corporate welfare,” Ikenson told Watchdog Radio this week. “We 

really are helping some companies’ exports at the expense of the well-being of multitudes of 

other U.S. industries and workers.” 

Delta Airlines has been leading the charge against the Ex-Im Bank for several years, with 

its CEO arguing the bank’s subsidies of Boeing planes to foreign airlines harms domestic carries 

like Delta. 

The emails between the Ex-Im Bank and Boeing were obtained by lawyers working for Delta 

and shared with the Washington Times, which published them this week. 

Boeing did not respond to requests for comment from Watchdog, but a Boeing spokesperson told 

the Times it should not be a surprise the Ex-Im Bank reached out to the only major aerospace 

manufacturer in the United States for a report on that industry. 
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